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Abstract 
Multimedia/hypertext systems are growing at an enormous rate. A large variety of trans
actions take place over the Internet. We have today different types of documents available 
as hypertext on the WWW for these transactions. WWW is the major platform for world
wide transfer of documents. The security of these documents is a top priority issue but 
this is a relatively neglected area. Most of the existing work focuses on low-level aspects. 
We look here at the high-level security measures available today, different combinations 
of security models, different types of documents and the effect of the system environment. 
We indicate directions for future research. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Hypertext systems encompass multimedia documents with hyperlinks connecting to other 
similar documents. Multimedia documents and their hyperlinks may contain a variety of 
media including audio, video, animation, graphics and text. Extensive research is going 
on about hypertext/multimedia systems as they are the upcoming platform for world
wide transfer of information. With this rapid growth in hypertext documents and WWW 
sites, their security is a top priority issue. Compared with other topics, this is a relatively 
neglected aspect(Furht, 1994). This is strange because the richness and variety of multi
media information provides with many opportunities to access unauthorized information. 
Most of the work until now has focused on methods to protect the information or authen
ticate the users using cryptographic measures. While these are certainly useful, they are 
too low-level to control access based on logical properties of the document information. 
There is a need for approaches that can be applied at a higher level; this is the subject of 
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our discussion. Some of these issues were discussed by Merkl and Pernul, two years ago 
(Merkl, 1994); here we consider some new issues and we discuss recent work. For our dis
cussion we use as guidelines three dimensions of the problem: the type of security model, 
the type of document, and the environment that holds the protected documents. The 
security model defines the policies that we want to use in the protection of documents; 
for example, documents can be classified using security levels. The type of document re
quires specific policies tailored to the functions of the document and ways to model these 
documents. The environment defines the system architecture, the administrative policies 
that can be applied and the granularity of protection. 

Section 2 considers the possible security models that can be obtained by combining 
access matrix models, multilevel models, discretionary models, and mandatory models. 
Section 3 separates documents into specific types, e.g. forms or general interface, and 
considers specific policies to control access to them as well as their modeling using object
oriented techniques. Section 4 discusses how the policies that we can enforce are related 
to the site, area, or the whole web, while section 5 presents some conclusions. Along the 
way we indicate what has been done and which aspects require further research. We do 
not attempt here to provide complete solutions to any problem but to point out the issue 
and indicate possible solution approaches and directions. 

2 SECURITY MODELS 

A classification of models based on their approach to authorization includes: 

e Multilevel models, where users and data are assigned security levels and access is based 
on these levels. Typically these models also restrict information flow between these 
levels. 

e Access-matrix based models, where subjects are given specific types of access with re
spect to specific data items. 

Another classification, that considers the origin of access-rights is: 

e Mandatory models, where administrators define access rules according to institution 
policies. 

e Discretionary models, where users own data items and can grant access to them to 
other users. 

These two classifications are orthogonal and can be combined to produce four possible 
models. The distiction between these models has been blurred in most of the security 
literature, where mandatory usually means multilevel and discretionary normally means 
access-matrix based. We believe that this distinction is particularly important for hyper
text documents that may be of a variety of types, may span different types of systems 
and can be accessed by a large and diverse set of users. 

Applying the four combinations of policies based on the classification above to docu
ments results in the following models: 
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e Multilevel mandatory: This is the common military policy (Millen, 1989). Documents 
are classified in sensitivity levels and only users with the appropriate clearances can 
access them. 

• Multilevel discretionary: Users create documents at a given classification level and can 
grant access to them to other users. Here only the documents have levels, not the users. 

e Access-matrix mandatory: This corresponds to the administrator-based policies of (Fer
nandez, 1994) and (Wood, 1979), to some varieties of Role-Based Access C:ontrol(RBAC) 
(Sandhu, 1996), and to the hypertext security heuristics of Olivier( Olivier, 1995), where 
authorization rules and user groups are defined by administrators( although his links 
are multilevel). 

e Access-matrix discretionary: This corresponds to most commercial database systems, 
e.g. SQL implementations. 

Figure 1 shows these possible combinations of security models. A comparison of these 
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Figure 1 Possible combinations of Security models 

four combinations of models is shown in Table 1. The access matrix discretionary model 
is the most widely used in applications where a high degree of security is not needed. It 
is flexible in that users own their data and can grant specific access to specific items to 
other users. However, its assurance is weak and it violates the separation of duties policy. 
Examples of access matrix discretionary models can be found in (Castano, 1995) and 
(Fernandez, 1981 ). Uses of this model for multimedia documents can be found in (Briales, 
1993) and (Stotts, 1989). 

The multilevel mandatory model is found in military or high secrecy applications where 
there is a need for strong protection against unauthorized disclosure. The levels of access 
privileges are determined by the organization and levels are assigned by a centralized 
administrator. This type of security model is not able to represent roles, and creates diffi
culties because of polyinstantiation. Recent examples of this model are shown in( Castano, 
1995 ). This policy is hard to apply in a very broad environment due to the difficulty in 
agreeing in classification levels but it can be useful within more restricted areas. A secu-
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Table 1 A comparison of security models 

Models Access-matrix Multilevel Access-matrix Multilevel 
discretionary mandatory mandatory discretionary 

Features model model model model 

Application if high degree high security complex, special 
of security systems diverse situations 

is not needed environments 

User access users or user levels users or users or 
Privileges groups groups groups 

Access Type any type read/writes any type read/writes 

Granting ownership centralized administration ownership 
of access administration 

Representat- < S,O,T,P> S,O and lattice < S,O,T,P > S,O and 
ion of security levels lattice 

Security not encode level in not only on 
labels used each data item used documents 

Advantages flexible high assurance flexible, separ useful for 
ation of duties specific cases 

Dis- weak polyinstant- complexity rigid 
advantages assurance iation, rigid 

Level of most military, high research proposal 
use widely used security systems prototypes 

rity classification schema for multilevel documents is presented in (Eloff, 1996). A general 
discussion of its applications to hypertext documents can be found in (Merkl, 1994). 

The access-matrix mandatory model has been implemented mostly in experimental sys
tems. It has several advantages over the two common combinations, e.g. is more flexible 
and it applies a fine access granularity with separation of duties. A multilevel (2-level) 
discretionary model was used in Mokum (Riet, 1996). It could be applied in special situ
ations, e.g. where there are many restricted documents. 

There are two more possible models, which are really superpositions of non-orthogonal 
concepts: 

• Multilevel/access matrix combination. This is Bell and La Padula's model (Castano, 
1995),(Fernandez, 1981 ), where an access matrix is implemented at each security level. 

• Personal Knowledge model. This can be seen as a combination of mandatory and dis
cretionary models (Biskup, 1988). Users receive rights for their private information 
and, in turn, can share these with other users. 
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3 TYPES OF DOCUMENTS 

There are several types of multimedia documents. A popular one is the document which 
can be browsed by everybody, for example, the daily news . Others include forms which are 
used for transactions over the net , newsletters which are viewed by a small special interest 
group, and memos which are confined to only a select few, for example, managers in a 
corporation. The security policies assigned to each one of these document types should 
be tailored to their functions. 

A popular hypertext document that is being widely used over the net is the form (Webl, 
1996), shown in Figure 2. This is an example which shows the necessity and importance 
of hypertext security, as the form is sent over the WWW with vital information. It has 
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Figure 2 A typical hypertext form document used in the web 

been shown that object-oriented data models can be extended to meet the special re
quirements of multimedia data (Klas, 1990)(Maurer, 1994)(Woelk , 1986). We consider 
the use of object-oriented models, e.g. Rumbaugh's Object Modeling Technique (OMT) 
(Rumbaugh, 1991 ), convenient for describing security constraints, and we have used it 
to model a variety of documents (Fernandez, 1996). Figure 3 shows an object model 
for the hypertext form document of Figure 2. This describes a form as being a special 
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Figure 3 Object model of the hypertext form document 

type of document and composed of a button, a label field and a text field, where each 
component could incorporate different media. It also shows documents related to other 
documents through hyperlinks. Other object-oriented representations of documents for 
security purposes include: 

e A model for an ODA page layout in (Eloff, 1996). This is used for security classification 
of multilevel documents. 

e A model for technical multimedia documents used in SPRITE (Briales, 1993). A doc
ument is represented as a complex (composite) object composed of other documents. 

• A model for link types, used to classify these links into security levels( Olivier, 1995). 

There are some studies on classification of documents for security purposes (Eloff, 1996). 
Documents are mainly classified as containing either highly or loosely structured informa
tion. Further security classification is done by specifying a security classification matrix. 
Another important factor in such type of classification is the requirement of the interpre
tation of a document content which has different components. Templates are useful for 
determining document types. In this approach the relationship between structure and in
formation content (called information capability -IC) in the document is used for security 
classifications based on sensitivity, which are used to construct a classification matrix. 

The hierarchical structure of classes and subclasses may be used to define implied 
accesses. A variety of policies of this type were presented in (Fernandez, 1994), and they 
can be extended to hypertext documents (Fernandez, 1996). For example, consider the 
document shown in Figure 3. Two possible policies are described below. 
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The basic access types for a document are read and write but in the case of a multi
media document which incorporates various media types, the access types must become 
media-specific, for example, print, display, copy, delete and append. A user could be 
given complete access to some document. For example, a manager of a company could be 
authorized to all the different characteristics of a memo document, similarly the authors 
of the document. This is described by the policy: 

Policy MPl complete access: A user that is authorized with type all has the right to 
apply any access type to the document. 

User role manager below has has complete access to all the memos issued by the 
company using the authorization rule: 

(manager, all, memo) 

The notion of medium must also be incorporated in the access control of a document. 
The following rule would allow secretaries to display only the text field of forms. 

(secretary, display, memo, text) 

Authorization rules could also incorporate predicates to control access to specific doc
ument instances. A company can have many departments and each department can have 
a manager. The manager of a department should be authorized to see the documents of 
the department he manages. Therefore, the authorization rule should incorporate the use 
of predicates, for example, 

(manager, all, memo, where dept="eng" ). 

This rule gives complete access to all forms to the manager of the engineering department. 
The authorization rule now is: < S, 0, T, M, P >, where M is a medium and P is a 
predicate. The following policy MP2 can be defined to incorporate predicates. 

Policy MP2 implied predicates: A user who is authorized to apply a given method to a 
document class has the same right with respect to the corresponding inherited methods in a 
subclass with constraints defined by the predicates on its superclasses. 

Similar policies can be defined to consider implications along hyperlinks and based on 
the composition of the document. Rights with respect to a document may also depend on 
the state of the document, that is, we should consider also behavior models in our object 
modeling. Eloff et a!. (Eloff, 1996) discuss this in the context of multilevel models but the 
discussion should be extended to the other models. For example, in a role-based system, 
assume two researchers are working on a common paper. While the paper is in preparation 
both researchers should have all rights in the document. They may decide to release the 
paper in a limited way to receive comments and now rights are extended to let other 
specific researchers append comments to the paper. When the paper is published nobody 
can make any more changes to it but the paper is released to the inspection of anybody 
interested. This requirement implies an extension to the traditional access matrix model 
where constraints are defined statically in the information. 
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Figure 4 Administrative boundaries for documents 

4 SECURITY POLICIES AND ENVIRONMENTS 

We see a continuum of documents with different degrees of control. Documents are usually 
developed and kept at some site in the web (Figure 4). Their access is then controlled by 
the security policies of that site under the supervision of the site security administrator(s ). 
An institution, e.g. Florida Atlantic University, will typically include a set of sites. The 
set of site administrators may be independent of each other or related through some hier
archical structure (Fernandez, 1994)(Wood, 1979). The institution may apply a uniform 
set of policies to all its sites. A group of institutions may form a consortium, e.g. the State 
University System of Florida. Now the administration structure may be a forest of trees 
(without a common root) and there may be some common policies as well as local security 
policies. The common policies may include negotiation rules between administrators. The 
next level of inclusion is the complete world wide web ( WWW), where there is a variety of 
policies, a variety of administrators, and a minimum of common policies(Berners, 1994). 
Country boundaries cut across this nesting and superimpose within each country its spe
cific laws with respect to information, e.g. privacy laws. An institution or consortium may 
divide their sites into sets grouped by country. Within a site there may be further admin
istrative divisions, e.g. the Contexts in (Fernandez, 1994), used to validate access requests 
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in an object-oriented database. There may even be different types of administrators with 
specific functions (Riet, 1996). Again the object-oriented representation of metadata and 
administration actions appears promising (Fernandez, 1994). 

Another important aspect is the architecture used to structure thf' complete system. 
Figure 5 shows a conceptual architecture. The object layer includes the conceptual objects. 
This layer is unconcerned with security enforcement aspects but it must contain any logical 
access restrictions. These restrictions provide different views for different applications, for 
example, subsets of conceptual objects; this is described as an Application View. The layer 
under it may use diverse mechanisms to enforce the conceptual security, e.g. capabilities 
(Kahan, 1995), object keepers (Riet, 1996), etc. Finally, the lowest layer applies bit-level 
actions such as cryptographic transformations. 

When databases are used to hold multimedia objects, they can only enforce the existing 
database policies. This is done in Orion for example (Woelk, 1986). We believe that 
hyperdocuments require more specialized security policies but that the enforcement of 
these policies should be applied through some type of database system. Because of the 
distributed nature of the environment federated databases are requirf'd. 

In our opinion, one must start defining security from the top and use the lower levels 
to enforce the conceptual restrictions. Some papers mix up these levf'ls and include en
forcement aspects at the conceptual level. While for databases all these levels have been 
studied in their contribution to security, this analysis is much less deep when it is applied 
to systems such as the web. We believe that the upper levels need morf' study. 
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5 CONCLUSIONS 

We summarize now our conclusions: 

e The richness and variety of users and documents demands a variety of authorization 
models. More work is needed to understand the interactions of different models. 

e One should define different security policies for different types of documents consid
ering their media types explicitly. Object-oriented representation of documents is a 
convenient way of modeling these documents and their security restrictions. 

e One should apply the complete object-oriented model (class structure and states) to 
define security constraints, not just the static model. 

e There is a large amount of work to be done on administration policies for documents. 
Aspects such as who owns a document, who can access it, negotiations between ad
ministrators, need to be studied. 

e Study of architectural levels is important to separate concerns and to define clearly how 
to enforce or assure the required degree of security. The possibility of executing pro
grams interspersed with browsing in the web brings along a whole new set of problems 
(Bank95). 

e There is a need for design and implementation of secure file servers explicitly oriented 
to document handling. We have found only one example (Christianson, 1995). 

All these aspects concern the higher architectural levels of this environment. Most of 
the work until now has concentrated on the lowest layer, it is now necessary to study 
seriously the security aspects of the higher levels. Some work has been done but much 
more needs to be done before one can trust sensitive documents to the web. 
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